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Sunday, June 19 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE,
         TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF SAN ESTEVE - MONTSERRAT, BARCELONA, SPAIN,
         TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Dear Children:

In My arms, as the Mother of Mercy, I sustain those who have become lost from the
path of Christ, and just as once I had Jesus in My arms, He Who died for you, today I
supplicate to the Celestial Father for His Divine Piety.

The Father concedes to Me again the Grace of liberating and of forgiving those who
fell into error, into pride and into deep ingratitude.

As the Mother of Mercy I intercede for these souls because they are My children, those
which I want to bring towards the true peace, towards the redemption of life and of the
heart.

As the Mother of Mercy I gather from the Calvary of each being the miseries that fell
when walking with their own cross, and with My maternal Light I transform darkness
into light, incomprehension into wisdom, and sadness into sheer joy.

As the Mother of Mercy I convert that which is impossible for this world and I heal the
wounds that no one is able to spiritually heal, because the Father has given Me the
Grace by which as the Mother of Goodness I may assist My children, all those that
open their hearts as to find My Love.

Dear children, the defeat of pride in a heart is the greatest gift that a soul may receive in
this time when pettiness, blindness and corruption hypnotize the path of the souls.

When this pride is broken by the staff of God, Divine Justice is established and the soul
does not receive that which in truth it would have deserved, because when the mask of
pride is broken the purity of the heart is born.

Have pure hearts and love; love much because in love My adversary does not have his
reign except in the hardened hearts and minds.

Give permission so that the love of the heart will spring like a flame through prayer,
and let the old structures fall to the ground so that in this way the flower of the heart be
able to open.
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Recite every day the infinite gratitude to the Creator and you will be in the correct path.
As the Mother of Mercy I am here to assist you and to conduct you to the Celestial
Father.

I thank you for responding to My call!

For the mercy of the entire planet,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace

Sacred Litany to the Mother of God and Mother of the Universe
To implore for Her intercession during the moments of test and of purification

Most Holy Virgin,
Powerful Virgin,

Most Chaste Virgin,
Our Advocate Virgin,

Prodigious Virgin,
have mercy on us,

help us.

Mother of Hope,
Mother of Mercy,
Blessed Mother,

Co-redeeming Mother,
Mother of the Divine Faith,

Protective Mother,
Mother of Holy Justice,

Mediating Mother,
Mother of Perpetual Help,

Saving Mother,
Mother of Victory,
Most Pure Mother,

Most Complete Mother,
Miraculous Mother,
have mercy on us,
come to our aid.

Queen of Peace,
Universal Queen,

Queen of the Stars,
Queen of Love,

Queen of all Angels,
Celestial Queen,

Liberating Queen,
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Most Beloved Queen,
Most Sweet Queen,
Venerable Queen,
Adorable Queen,

Queen of the Doors of Heaven,
have mercy on us,

intercede, now and always.

Lady of the Rosary,
Lady of humanity,
Lady of the poor,

Lady of the innocent,
Lady of the Holy Cross,

Lady of the sick,
Lady of the pure of heart,

Lady of Pity,
Lady of Brotherhood,
Lady of Confraternity,

Lady of Light,
Lady of Majesty,

have mercy on us,
rescue us.

Mirror of all Universes,
Mirror of Healing,
Mirror of Wisdom,

Mirror of Discernment,
Mirror of Joy,

Mirror of the Cosmos,
Mirror of Liberation,

Mirror of the Assumption,
Mirror of Mercy,

Mirror of Redemption,
Mirror of Union,

Mirror of Salvation,
Mirror of Rehabilitation,

have mercy on us,
heal us, now and always.

Within Your sacred faces, may I may find the pathway out.
In Your walk, may I see the steps to be taken.
In your gaze, may my soul be strengthened.

Holy Mother of God,
banish from my being all arrogance,
possessions, pride and indifference,
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because my whole life belongs to You
so that Your Beloved Son

may realize His Work of Redemption and Fraternity.

I surrender into Your arms,
humiliated and divested,
because Your full Grace

has granted me redemption.

Amen

 


